Chapter 4

Big Bob gets Scared

Today as we look in on our thundering threesome, their
meal is done, Bob and Betty are cleaning up, and Sky-King has
finished his chores.
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Sky says “Gotta go” and bounds over to the den of his friends
down the road, the shy Albertosaurus twins.
He isn’t gone but ten
minutes, when back
he tramps, all excited.
“Betty! Bob! Guess
what? Al and Alba have
crayons!”
“What’s crayons?” asks
Bob.
“They’re drawing
sticks in lots of beautiful
colors. Alba is making
pictures of flowers, on big
leaves,” says Sky.

Smiths get these kayons?”

Betty’s huge green eyes
light up. “Where did the

“CRAYONS,” corrects Sky-King. “And the Smiths got them
from the cave bears in the deep valley.”
Bug-eyed and trembling, Bob blurts out, “Coal will be good
enough for me!”
“Well, not for me,” chimes in Betty, already putting on her
newest earring addition... midnight-blue balls dotted with teeny
white stars. “LET’S GO!”
With Betty nudging Bob’s left side, and Sky-King his right…
off they go.
They trek for about a mile, when Betty realizes she forgot to
remove her apron, the gift from Cousin Jen.
“That’s O.K.,” advises Bob, “we can use it to collect berries
along the way. I hear the cave bears love fruit, and we can’t go
empty-handed into their home, especially if we want to come
out with crayons and alive!”
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“Oh, Bob,” says Sky, “I think much of the bad things we hear
about the bears are only rumors. Maybe they’re big softies.”
“Here is a nice berry patch,” squeals Betty. In a jiff, the trio
has filled her large apron pocket to the brim.
Soon the Slunches ease down into the valley and arrive at the
cave’s mouth. Bob’s legs become like lead. “Come on,” his two
buddies coax him, “don’t be afraid. We’re with you!”
Bob glances left, catches a glimpse of dangling blue jewelry,
then right, and sees nothing at all… until he lowers his sights a
bit. He thinks “Oh sure,
that’s a big comfort!”
And so they enter.
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FLASH - - - POP!! Yellow lights blink… horns toot-toot… floor
and walls of the cave rumble… in response to loud music and
thumping from the depth of the mighty den.
Sky-King, Bob and Betty stand still in the dim entryway.
Bob forces out a huge breath... whoosh… and mustering all
his courage, yells “HELLO! ANYBODY HOME?”
The party noise stops. Complete silence. Except for the sound
of sweat dripping off Bob.
Then a ROAR
from the cavern - - - -

“WHO’S THERE?!”

“It’s your neighbors
from the far hill.
We brought berries.
Can we have some
crayons?” asks Betty.
A smile rips across
Sky’s face, and he is
toasty warm inside,
so sure that Bob and
Betty are the greatest
family in the world.

“THROW US THE
BERRIES FROM
THERE. DON’T COME ANY CLOSER. WE GET MEAN!”

Lead legs now melt into rubber, and poor Bob drops to his
wrinkled knees. Betty quickly reaches into the apron, then
hurls a clawful of the sweet, moist gems as far as she can.
Almost immediately a mass of bright rods come sailing back.
“CAVE-BEAR CRAYONS!!” yelps Sky-King, and the dinosaurs
crawl around the damp ground, throwing their loot into one
pile.
“Wait,” says Bob, “what’s that smell?” The other two sniff at
the musty air.
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“Yum,” says Betty, “it does smell good in there.” Sky-King,
sometimes more fearless than his bigger companions, jumps up
and shouts “Hey, you bears, what’s cookin’?”

“IT’S OUR SECRET SNACK RECIPE.” Recipe… recipe...

echoes through the cavern.
“Oh,” says Betty sadly.

“THROW MORE BERRIES… MAYBE WE CAN SHARE IT.”
Betty tosses her entire apron into the bears’ den. While the
Slunches wait, they notice something in the soft glow from the
party lights. They look up at the cave wall and see drawings,
all done in crayons. Very beautiful and in all the colors of the
rainbow, of
bears dancing!
“Wow! The
bears should
sign their
names to this.
Long after
they’re gone,
someone else
may get the
credit for
their work,”
says Bob.
Suddenly,
out flies
the apron,
empty but
pinned with
a note, torn
and messy.
Betty reads
the scribble,
“chewed nuts, bee goo, old leaves, dried berries, slashed apples.”
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Bob, Betty and Sky-King yell their thanks, stuff the crayons
into the apron, and run outside and don’t stop running until
they are home.

Then Bob makes the delicious snack, Sky drawers a bug on
a big leaf, and Betty flies over to the Smiths’ to invite them for
a taste. When she returns, Sky hands her his sketch. She says
“Something this pretty should be where everyone will see it.
And I know where that would be!” She goes over to her food
cooler... a hole in the cave wall that holds a chunk of ice and
mammoth milk (which will be great with the new snack). She
pushes the art onto the wall above the cooler.
Later, in the chill of the evening, everyone is huddled around
the fire, eating. Mrs. Smith wants this recipe! And Bob relates
the thrilling story of how Sky-King, Betty and he boldly went to
the hide-out of the now infamous Cave Bears.
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cave-bear crunch
(8 servings)

⅔ cup creamy-style peanut butter
⅓ cup honey
1 cup raisin bran cereal
4 apples
In a serving bowl, stir together peanut
butter and honey. Then stir in cereal until
well blended. Core apples, leaving skins on,
and cut into thick wedges.
Place wedges on a plate. Let everyone dip
the apples into the mix.
Store any leftovers in the fridge, and put
your art work on the fridge door.
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MATTER OF FACT

Albertosaurus (al BER tuh SAWR us): This dinosaur’s
name means “reptile from Alberta,” for its bones were first
discovered in 1914 in that province of Canada.
The Albertosaurus lived during the late Cretaceous Period,
about 75 million years ago, some time before his larger
relative…Tyrannosaurus rex. He could grow to a length of 30
feet and a weight of 3 tons; this fearsome carnivore (meat-eater)
was bigger than a bus!
Albertosaurs were bipedal (having 2 feet), with sturdy legs
and a long strong tail for balance. He had arms which appeared
to be too small for his massive body, a large head with saw-like
teeth for tearing flesh. He probably swallowed food in large
chunks, like most of today’s reptiles do.
These animals had hollow bones; this feature lessened their
load and enabled them to move quickly. It is also thought that
Albertosaurs may have lived and hunted in packs, or herds.
Imagine the sight of that rushing at your table. Ants at the
picnic won’t look so bad now.
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